ABSTRACT
This study explores food e-commerce engages customer to their needs, wants and lifestyle towards food purchase in the transition of retail revolution era. The focus is given to the customer engagement for co-creation process from the seller’s perspective. The study was carried in Indonesia by applying an inductive research approach using in-depth interviews with multiple food e-commerce company’s management (n=8). A six-stage of thematic analysis was applied using NVivo 12 software. The study showed that customer curiosity, customer buying behaviour change, customer food lifestyle changes and more demanding consumers underlying customer-needs driven. The SMEs proactively respond to consumer needs by communicating the expected benefits of food purchase via online channels. It activates the role of customer as value co-creator through familiarising food shopping based-online channel and experiencing the food online channel usage. The process of B2C value co-creation of food e-commerce is described as a process of gaining customer attention, role understanding, interaction, learning, intervention and making consumers discover. The transition stage of retail revolution of SME-based food e-commerce in developing countries demonstrates a conceptual process of value co-creation while exploring the customer needs-driven to this specific context. Both scholars and practitioners could learn from consumer behaviour changes displayed on online food purchase by managing each role and resources accordingly.
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INTRODUCTION
The worldwide penetration of internet utilisation has impressively increased the number of technology-savvy consumers including modify consumer shopping behaviour. The emergence of e-commerce is evidence of a shopping revolution in a problem-solving process that changes the way buyer-seller interaction and transaction (Saba, Rolandi, & Pilloni, 2017). Electronic commerce has also influenced food retail evolution by continuously change the brick and mortar stores to virtual stores as alternative food networks (Bryla, 2018; Lee, Jeong, Cho, Jeong, & Moon, 2015). The conventional food distribution and retails with long fragmented business process have driven a prospect for food e-commerce (Leroux, Wortman, & Mathias, 2001). The penetration of e-commerce to compete in the retail markets offer the advantages on cost of travel and shopping time with supply chains efficiency (Liang Lu & Reardon, 2018). However, different features show on the adoption of e-commerce applies for agri-food industry between developing or emerging economics countries and developed countries concerning the company size. Small scales enterprises (SMEs) are dominated the online commerce in developing countries (Zhang, 2017), whereas global corporation dominating the e-commerce in developed countries (Henderson, Dooley, Akridge, & Carerre, 2005). Consumer and producer characteristics in developing countries request for synchronising profit, well-being and sustainability in an inclusive community (Nahi, 2016). Fostering the SMEs based agri-food e-commerce, collaborative interaction becomes essential by engaging customers for mutual benefits in the long run (Saba et al., 2017).

Engaging customers by encouraging customers to contribute more resources in the purchasing process to provide with a better fit for their needs may deliver a broader services system (Jaakkola & Alexander, 2014). Customer needs-driven is a concept of managing and improving cooperative relationships with customers (Arnett & Badrinarayanan, 2005). The idea indicates as customer relationship management by engaging customers through with various ways customer behaviour including utilising customer experience and customer online dynamic behaviour (Pagani & Malacarne, 2016). The role of customer engagement by adopting customer behaviour beyond transactions may affect the company’s ability to serve customers with multiple benefits to fit their needs (Jaakkola & Alexander, 2014). Accommodating customer needs in an inclusive or collectivist market along with social lifestyle changes and ICT adoption serve as other challenges. This study explores food e-commerce engages customer to their needs, wants and lifestyle towards food purchase in the transition of retail revolution era. The focus is given to the customer engagement for co-creation process from the seller’s perspective. Less attentions are given to marketing...
transformation of food commerce through electronic channels provided by SMEs by understanding their way to engage customers with unique value proposition. Specifically, it observes the implementation of customer relationship development to accommodate customer food buying changes through e-commerce and exploring the value generating process. Two research questions proposed in this study:

RQ1: How SME based food e-commerce engages the customer through customer needs-driven?

RQ2: How is customer value co-creation process adopted to introduce new food shopping channel with online stores?

**METHODOLOGY**

The study was applied inductive reasoning through in-depth interviews. The aim was to explore the understanding of the changes in consumer buying behaviour from physical stores to online stores by engaging customers and enables them to be the value co-creator. The focus is given on food e-commerce that operates by small-medium enterprises (SMEs) that sold fresh produce as fruits and vegetables in Indonesia. By understanding customer needs-driven adopted by the informants could discover how SMEs based food e-commerce approach the urban community as the targeted market. Two potential locations of metropolitan cities in Indonesia namely Bandung and Jakarta were selected to trace the food e-commerce operation. As a result, eight interviews were carried out to facilitate the data collection (see table 1). The study gathers data through a semi-structured interview using purposive sampling. The sampling can provide the anticipated information by narrowing the targeted respondents to specific target groups (Sekaran & Bougie, 2016).

The data analysis was facilitated by NVivo 12 QSR software for coding the data from interview transcripts. Six phases of thematic analysis were applied for classifying, analysing, defining and reporting the discovered themes (Braun & Clarke, 2006). The steps proposed by Braun and Clarke (2006) for thematic analysis consist of: (1) familiarising the data; (2) producing codes; (3) determining themes, (4) evaluating themes, (5) defining the names for the themes, and (6) writing the results. Thematic analysis was selected based on the offered flexibility of analysis and an advantageous method to examine the viewpoints of diverse research participants (Braun & Clarke, 2006). These advantages of thematic analysis were suitable for facilities the study objectives.

**RESULTS**

Customer-Needs Driven on Discovering the Online Food Purchase

The analysis shows the food e-commerce in Indonesia mostly operated in the urban area but dominated by small-medium enterprises (SMEs). The companies are ranging from start-up companies, partnership, family business or sole proprietorship. The online retailers attempt to accommodate consumer behaviour change towards food using the internet. The virtual food stores facilitated by instant messaging apps, social media apps, websites, mobile apps, or the combinations of electronic channel application. Although social media and instant messenger are the most common platform used to adjust customer lifestyle. The urban consumer lifestyle is considered to have higher preferences for online shopping. The two online platforms are recognised for its capability to make personal interaction and interactive communication with the targeted market.

The study showed that customer curiosity, customer buying behaviour change, customer food lifestyle changes and more demanding consumers underlying customer-needs driven. Customer curiosity on using online platforms to fulfil their needs drive as a source developing different relationships with customers compared to the conventional way with face-to-face interaction. The emerging virtual market has changed customer shopping habit and customer food lifestyle. Higher demand for food preferences become the drivers for SMEs based food e-commerce to discover more consumer needs and wants. The awareness of knowing customer characteristics and their readiness to conduct food buying via online channels are essential for marketing strategy and gain more potential customers.

The SMEs proactively respond to consumer needs by communicating the expected benefits of food purchase via online channels. It activates the role of customer as value co-creator through familiarising food shopping based-online channel and experiencing the food online channel usage. Developing customer engagement aims to propose distinctive food shopping experiences, such as more meaningful information shared in real-time, personal services offering, effectiveness and accessibility. The interview data reveal information regarding the benefits of food e-commerce existence in the food chains.
For this specific context of agri-food industry in Indonesia that dominated by SMEs along the supply chains, the electronic channels may provide benefits as well solutions for both business market and customers. Specifically, for customers, they may realise more benefits offered by food e-commerce to fulfill their needs and serve as competitive offerings. For example, it is providing one-stop-food store, shopping simplicity and social acquirement amongst urban society.

Customer Value Co-Creation Process through SMEs Based Food E-Commerce
The analysis reveals the process of engaging customers as part of value co-creation of food e-commerce. The process consists of (1) gaining customer attention; (2) role understanding; (3) interaction; (4) customer learning; (5) intervention; and (6) making consumers discover (see figure 1). The first stage of gaining customer attention is the initial phase of introducing the new food shopping platforms via online stores that significant to renew customer shopping habit. Promotions and provocations become essential at this stage to initiate customer awareness of food purchase via online channels. It conducted either via online promotions (e.g. social media, instant message broadcast) or conventional promotions (e.g. exhibitions, farmers market). The social interactions with the targeted market offer significant effects on customer engagement. The second stage of role understanding to make customer as co-creator in exploring the benefits of the channel may determine customer willingness to participate in the channels. Hence, the sellers perceived interaction development as an essential component to distribute messages to customers. Thus, the next stage of engaging customers is through interaction by providing access to the used online platforms, continues persuasion with customers, build interactive communication to avoid boredom and offered openness and transparency.

Figure 1. Customer engagement in the value co-creation process of SMEs based food e-commerce

Hereafter, the attachment with customers may lead them to have more access to learning what offered by food e-commerce. Customer learning facilitates customers to enhance the knowledge and at the same time to educate them on how to choose, to purchase and to consume foods advantageously. The learning process becomes crucial to renew customer knowledge on various food issues including food lifestyle. More meaningful insights provided by the sellers through the learning process may retain customers motivation to participate in the co-creation process. The next process on activating customer role in the co-creation is by sellers’ intervention on optimising the benefits of using the online channels through online experiences, personalisation, relationship development, adoption to customer food lifestyle and generating a new food-related habit. The entire process end with making customer discover the co-creation benefits and outcomes. It may indicate as the success factor of keeping customer continue to develop long-term relationship with the business.

DISCUSSION
In this context, food issues (e.g. food safety, customer adjust food lifestyle, more information received by consumers) may change customer behaviour to buy food. Customer engagement can be considered as the pull factor to retain customers. By engaging customers, online retailers can explore a psychological journey that experiencing by consumers. Although the benefits experiencing by customers may vary depending on the roles taken by customers in the joint activities (Nambisan & Baron, 2009). Understanding how consumer experience with the buying process, the seller can identify and recognise how consumer developing relationships with the business. In this stage, the seller can interfere in the relationship development by connecting physically, cognitively and emotionally with customers. The sellers may offer problem solutions to customer’s needs and wants in various ways including shaping the product and service experience. SME food e-commerce personalised customer experience by engaging customers throughout the value co-creation process to discover the overall benefits of utilising the online channels for food shopping.

The absence of awareness and understanding of customer engagement can be disadvantages for the company’s ability to survive in the market. Specifically, when the customers are highly attached to the particular culture and lifestyle that may influence customer habits and attitude. Online customer experience, level of personalisation and relationship development become vital to engage with customers and activate their role to co-create more value by benefiting the online channel.

IMPLICATIONS
The transition stage of the retail revolution of SME-based food e-commerce in developing countries demonstrates a conceptual process of value co-creation while exploring the customer needs-driven to this specific context. Both scholars and practitioners
could learn from consumer behaviour changes displayed on online food purchase by managing each role and resources accordingly.

This study proposes theoretical implications to explore customer needs-driven to understand customer engagement in the value co-creation process on the employment of the online platforms for SMEs in the food industry. The study also tries to contribute to social exchange theory on the exchange relationships between customers and retailers in the online channels. As each actor relies on the responsibility realisation to receive the reciprocate benefits (Preikschas, Cabanelas, Rüdiger, & Lampón, 2017).

This study also proposes for practical contribution to discover and understand the role of customer needs-driven and customer engagement by using the online channels to buy foods beyond the traditional way. Knowing customer needs, wants and understanding their interaction with the food e-commerce and go online to purchase foods is critical to applies modes of engagement initiatives. It can also be a source of opportunities to collaborate with customers. Thru this pattern, the online retailer engages customers by communicating and selling various benefits instead of selling only the product features. By involving customers into business and asked them to participate in enhancing the expected benefits from the electronic business channel may turn this as a critical differentiator of SMEs food-based e-commerce.
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